In this paper we consider the security issues related to the key management in cloud computing. We focus on the difficulty of managing cryptographic keys necessary to maintain for example the confidentiality of information stored in the clouds. In this framework, we present a threshold cryptosystem as well as three protocols, based on cooperation between cloud providers and a random number generator which is a trusted third party, that covers the issue of key management.
INTRODUCTION
The advent of cloud computing 1 can be seen as a natural step in the evolution of on-demand information technology services and products. Indeed we find in cloud computing concepts from grid computing, virtualization, etc.
International Data Conseil (IDC) estimated that cloud computing services represented 5% of global IT investment in 2009 and could catch 10% in 2013 (European Union authorities estimate a similar growth) (informatique, 2010) . It seems that we are not facing a fad but rather a new stage of the Internet evolution.
There are many benefits in moving to the clouds. For example, many small and medium enterprises (SME) consider the adoption of cloud computing solutions in order to reduce their investment in hardware, software and support, as well as to optimize the management of their needed resources; moreover they have a feeling of security in case of disasters (Hogben, 2009; Sogeti, 2009) .
On the other hand, the concerns of companies are mainly focused on data security issues (Mather et al., 2009) , and more precisely issues related to confidentiality 2 , availability, integrity, repudiation and loss of data/services (Hogben, 2009; Catteddu and Hogben, 1 E.g. Google (Google App Engine), Microsoft (Microsoft Azure), IBM (IBM Smart Business Service), Amazon (Amazon EC2), VMWARE (VMWARE vCloud), EMC (EMC Atmos), Salesforce, etc.
2 Confidentiality appears in a Top 10 obstacles to and opportunities for growth of cloud computing (Armbrust et al., 2009). 2009; Gellman, 2009; Mather et al., 2009) 3 . These issues rely indeed on the fact that users' data and applications reside on an infrastructure owned by a third party resulting in a loss of control of their data. This shortcoming can be mitigated by using cryptographic techniques.
Following (Geater, 2011) , "more people are using more cryptographic keys than ever before, and cryptographic is meaningless without strong key management". It is indeed obvious that without a strong key management, applied cryptography is useless. We have to create, store and remove cryptographic keys properly.
In this paper we focus on long-term cryptographic keys (e.g. keys that are used to ensure the security of data stored on cloud infrastructures, rather than on short term keys such as ones in the Transport Layer Security for example). Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity, we focus here on the key management in the context of data encryption.
There are many possible key management protocols in the framework of cloud computing.
First of all, we can transpose as is all the key management into the cloud infrastructure. In other words, all the generation, storage, and replacement of keys would be realized by the cloud provider itself. In this case, cloud providers still have access to sensitive encrypted data and keys to decrypt it. Trust is therefore the biggest issue as quoted in (Urquhart, 2009) . Even if there are access control and Service Level Agreement (SLA) (Kandukuri et al., 2009 ) which can stipulate that no one can decrypt data without authoriza-tion, there are many risks such as loss of isolations between users (named tenants) 4 (Ristenpart et al., 2009; Catteddu and Hogben, 2009) , malicious employees within the cloud provider (Rocha and Correia, 2011; Catteddu and Hogben, 2009) , inefficient or unreliable removal of data 5 (Catteddu and Hogben, 2009) , information leakage from indexing (Squicciarini et al., 2010) , etc.
On the other hand, a cloud consumer can store its encrypted data on a cloud infrastructure and its cryptographic keys in another cloud infrastructure (optionally in many others). In this case, an opponent has to access several cloud providers in order to obtain the decrypted information. The drawback of this solution is that it forces the consumer to manage several contracts, one for each cloud provider.
Another solution is to keep all key management in the customer's data center. In this case, keys are stored on-premise and encrypted data are stored offpremise. It is probably the safest solution if we have a good local key management, but the resulting architecture is not a complete cloud service as defined by ENISA (Catteddu and Hogben, 2009 ) (e.g. shared resources) and it definitely contradicts the key concept of cloud computing: an access to a service from everywhere.
Yet another solution is to keep a part of the key management on-premise and another part offpremise: for each encrypted data, the decryption key could be divided, for example, in two subkeys, one stored on the cloud provider and another on-premise. Another example is when each key stored in the cloud provider is encrypted by (a single key) keys stored onpremise. In this case, no one in the cloud can find the secret key without having access to the key management on-premise. However, these two solutions are probably the worst in terms of storage, customers having to store keys on-premise and off-premise.
In brief, we can see that we are facing a dilemma specific to the cloud: we do not want to store keys on-premise neither on the cloud but we want to se-4 Not all virtualization softwares are bug-free. 5 Security problems may happen when a client wants to remove an information stored within his cloud provider. The cloud computing hardware being also accessible to other tenants, the cloud provider must be careful that the deleted information are not made available to other clients (at the time of a memory allocation for example). In addition, copies of the same data can be performed by the cloud provider for issues of availability and redundancy; and because removing data in all places where it is stored is not necessarily trivial, deleting an information often results in dereferencing the corresponding data rather than a physical removal. Logfiles could also allow to recover deleted information. cure our strategic data which can be on a server also accessed by competitors. As quoted in (Mather et al., 2009) , "proper key management is a complex and difficult task" in the cloud. The aim of this paper is to propose solutions for this problem of key management that are based both on the inter-cloud approach and on threshold cryptosystem. The proposed solutions are not specific to SaaS (Software as a service), PaaS (Platform as a service) or IaaS (Infrastructure as a service). They can be implemented in each of these types of cloud service but in the case of SaaS the cloud provider has to implement them, while in the cases of PaaS and IaaS the customer has to realize these implementations.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce briefly our solution and the key concepts. In section 3 we detail our solution and we conclude in section 4.
OVERVIEW OF THE SOLUTION
In this section, we present an overview of our solution. Our aim is to increase the confidence of users towards cloud providers but in a way that ensures that neither a cloud provider nor an opponent can have access to (decrypted) users' information. For this, our solution is based on three concepts which will be detailed in the next sections: interCloud, threshold cryptosystem and Fast Random Number Generator.
INTERCLOUD
The interCloud is an interconnection of cloud providers as the internet became a network of networks. It was first presented in 2007 by Kevin Kelly (key, ) and detailed in (Bernstein et al., 2009; Celesti et al., 2010; Buyya et al., 2010) . A metaphor of the interCloud is the insurance field. Each insurance can insure rare events affecting a small part of a place. However, they cannot insure alone against a risk of tsunami (for example). In this special case, the event is rare but it affects a large part of their customers. In order to confront these events, insurers join in a group allowing them to share the risks.
The situation is similar when considering cloud infrastructures. Cloud providers could be grouped (e.g. in order to share the risks of saturation of resources). We base our solution on this concept and call it Key Management as a Service (KMaaS) 6 .
THRESHOLD CRYPTOSYSTEMS
Our solution is also based on a new (t, n + 1)-threshold cryptosystem.
Following the classical idea, we can fit a unique polynomial f (x) = a 0 + a 1 x + a 2 x 2 + . . . + a t−1 x t−1 of degree t − 1 with t points where the first coefficient a 0 is the secret information shared between n cloud providers (symbolized by CC 1 , CC 2 , ..., CC n ) (Shamir, 1979) . Note that a 0 and a t−1 must be nonzero. In order to share it, the random number generator (RNG) provides the secret value of f (i) and the public value of i to the i th cloud provider and the values f (n + 1) and n + 1 to the user.
Assume that a customer U has to send a secret information m ∈ N \ {0} to his cloud provider CC 1 . Let A p − → B : x denotes Alice sending an information x to Bob through a private channel (e.g. secured by Transport Layer Security) and A − → B : x with a public channel. Let also CC i denotes the i th cloud provider. Our symmetric encryption threshold cryptosystem works as follows:
• The RNG generates t random {a 0 , a 1 , ..., a t−1 } and constructs the polynomial f (x)
• . . .
is the One Time pad encryption of a message m using a secret key K. In order to be consistent with the threshold cryptosystem paradigm we use n cloud providers in order to encrypt a data while at least t cloud providers are sufficient.
Finally, CC 1 has m + a 0 and a part of the shared key K CC 1 = f (1), while the i th cloud provider has K CC i = f (i). The decryption protocol applies the threshold cryptosystem backwards. On the basis of the f (i) secretly kept by t (where 1 ≤ t ≤ n) cloud providers the cryptosystems reconstructs the polynomial needed to obtain a 0 and subtracting it to m + a0. More precisely the i th cloud provider computes E K CC i (m i ) = m i + f (i)g(i) during the encryption process and D K CC i (m i ) = m i − f (i)g(i) during the decryption process. Note that g(i) depends on the number of passed before the advent of interCloud but research such in (Bernstein et al., 2009) show progression in this field.
cloud providers involved in the encryption/decryption process. Therefore, at the time of the encryption, adding n terms is equivalent to only add t terms (the additional added terms do not change the polynomial). In other words t distinct points (shares) are enough to interpolate a polynomial of degree t − 1. The additional n − t points will fall in the already known polynomial curve and so will not lead to a different polynomial.
Note that the RNG should not keep nor leak the shares or the polynomial coefficients. In other words it does not need to store anything to allow protocols to run. Moreover f (n + 1) and f (0) must have at least the same length than m.
Each time a customer has to send a confidential information to its cloud provider, encryptions of this information have to be realized by n cloud providers. Therefore we focused on a solution based on a symmetric algorithm for performance reasons.
Furthermore, cloud computing involves a mass consumption of cryptography. In order to generate the n + 1 keys each time when the customer has to encrypt a data, we must have a fast RNG. Indeed the new symmetric threshold cryptosystem E k is a variant of the One Time Pad which involves one random key shared between n entities.
The main advantage of this cryptosystem is that it is a commutative symmetric (t, n + 1)-threshold cryptosystem (i.e. E CC i (E CC j (m)) = E CC j (E CC i (m))) which is essential for the following protocols. Furthermore it allows to encrypt/decrypt a data as long as there are at least t available honest cloud providers. On the other hand the confidentiality of a data is assured as long as there are less than t dishonest cloud providers. Therefore the security of the scheme is based on the One Time pad which is unconditionally secure ; furthermore the private communication channels prevent any leak of keys or messages without the commitment of cloud providers.
PROTOCOLS
In this section we propose three protocols intended to address the security issues previously described.
In order to keep our protocols clear and readable, we assume that the entities involved in the protocols are authenticated and that the message integrity is guaranteed during the transactions.
The ideas behind our protocols are manifold: 1. we assume that each cloud provider will offer some services to the other cloud providers 2. the cloud providers are trusted to behave accordingly to the protocol (i.e. they provide correctly their share) but they are not trusted to stay out of a coalition. Therefore we consider than no more than t cloud providers would try to collude 3. we will use the (t, n + 1)-threshold cryptosystem, presented in section 2.2, in order to spread encrypted data among several cloud providers (say n cloud providers) in such a way that t ≤ n + 1 cloud providers are enough to decrypt the data 4. each encrypted information is signed in order to ensure that all cloud providers have participated in the encryption process and therefore to ensure it is not CC 1 who made the whole protocol alone 5. The RNG is a trusted third party. Its role is similar as to one of a dealer in secret sharing schemes.
PROTOCOL 1
In the first protocol we assume that the cloud provider CC 1 keeps most of the keys while the user U has only to store and secure one asymmetric private key. Furthermore the encrypted information as well as digital signatures related to these information are stored on CC 1 To encrypt an information m, a (t, n)-threshold cryptosystem similar to the one seen previously is used. The main difference is that the user is not involved in the threshold cryptosystem.
Let u m be an identification token of the message m (e.g. u m = h(m) U CC d, where h is a collision resistant hash function, denotes concatenation of bitstrings and d represents a time stamp).
The protocol is as follows:
In this protocol E k U (m) represents an asymmetric encryption of a message m under the user's public key k U . Note that sig A (u m ) is the digital signature realized by Alice (using her signature private key) on u m . This allows to the user to verify that every cloud provider has participated in the encryption process. Furthermore notice that CC 1 signs u m and not the secret message m in order to give minimum information to an attacker about m.
When the user wants to access his information, the decryption works as follows:
E k U (|t| K CC |t| ); . . . ; E k U (|1| K CC |1| )
Thanks to the encryption scheme the user has to remove only t encryption layers among n. Note that CC | j| denotes one among the n cloud providers. In other words CC | j| is not specifically the j th cloud provider (i.e. CC | j| = CC i j where i j ∈ {2, ..., n}). The user must store only one key whereas in order to retrieve a secret message, an opponent has to attack U and CC 1 . It is similar to the situation where we have one cloud provider and one user. The message m is stored in an encryption form in CC 1 helped by key k U . Nevertheless we present this protocol as a first step in the design of our solution of key management.
